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CORRELATION BETWEEN AESTHETIC PERCEPTION AND

SPATIAL COGNITION DURING EXPLORATION IN

TRADITIONAL CHINESE VILLAGES

SINAN YUAN; HAN ZHANG

ABSTRACT: Aesthetic perception is one of the most interesting topics for architects and urban
designers. Although the space syntax theory prioritizes geometry properties of space and its social

functions in the most of studies on modern cities, aesthetics is still one of core values when the

researchers try to understand cognition process and its consequence in studies of traditional settlements,

especially those with self-organized morphology. However, it is still unclear how aesthetic perception

is generated through the space exploration in traditional settlements, and how will it impact spatial

cognition and behavior. The present research aims to investigate the psychological impacts of organic

urban space, and how will it impacts the behavior of movements. The article applied its approach to

two traditional Chinese villages. By establishing a VR experiment, over 70 participants explored the

villages while their behavior and physiological signal were recorded by the experiment system based

on Unity3D and six degrees of freedom VR helmet. The following data were collected from the

experiment: subject's locomotion, and eye gazing points；aesthetic evaluations through questionnaires.

The paper looks at the inter-relations between the data above from a psychophysiology perspective and

links aesthetic perception with geometric properties of the space and subjects' behavior in traditional

Chinese villages. In this case, the combination of visual behavior analysis with psychophysiology

analysis offers a useful tool that allows us to understand aesthetic value of traditional villages by

explaining “the aesthetic " as emergent in the process of spatial cognition based on human's visual

physiological mechanism.

KEYWORDS: Aesthetic Cognition; Spatial Cognition; Virtual Reality; Traditional Chinese Villages;
Visual perception.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bill Hillier, the scholar who proposed the Space Syntax theory, pointed out that the concept of

space shall not be regarded merely as a space-creating entity. Indeed, space has subjectivity and

relevance structures of materials and it’s an essential part, instead of background, of human activities.

(Hillier, 2005) The Space Syntax theory emphasizes that the space will have an impact on people in it

by itself, rather than via the enclosure of buildings. Hence, specific studies of space in settlements and

studies of spatial cognition are of great significance. As the value of space can never be realized
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without human cognition, this study aims to establish an experiment platform for spatial cognition of

conventional Chinese village environment. The experiences of exploring village space were simulated

by virtual reality (VR) technologies and visual cognition behaviors and activities of participants during

their movements in space were captured and recorded. Combined with subjective evaluation, we

analyzed and interpreted effects of the space of conventional villages on human cognition and unique

cognition results and corresponding behaviors induced to understand the mechanism behind.

In our previous studies, VR-based studies of conventional villages have demonstrated that human

beings can recognize spatial characteristics and human activities are affected by spatial geometric and

topological characteristics. (Yuan, 2014) This study further investigates the process of visual cognition

by human being. Spatial viewpoints in human movements in virtual village environment were tracked

using the Tobii VR helmet. Based on the analysis of spatial distribution characteristics of viewpoints,

visual cognition characteristics of human beings in spatial movement were reflected. In this way, a

relation between morphological features of village space and human cognition was established.

2. SPATIAL COGNITION IN ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Over the past two decades, the rapid developments in computer graphics technology and induced

advances in user experiences and practicability of virtual reality (VR) have made this technology an

effective tool for studies of spatial cognition. First, VR can directly interact with human perception and

provide experiences and feedbacks closest to that in real environments. Then, applications of VR in

urban studies and architecture enables examination of these mega objects in the laboratory environment.

In this way, undesired effects of various factors in real environment are removed and analytical studies

were conducted to obtain perceptual feedback to a specific element. As a result, VR based studies can

not only simulate real environment, but also eliminate interferences and obstacles in real environment

so that the results of VR based studies superior to those of studies in real environment.

Since 1990s, various groups have reported studies in this field. First, the reliability of studies of

cognition of architecture and urban environment and human activities using VR was investigated

verified. The results demonstrated that virtual space experiencers made consistent judgments on

direction and distance with those in real environment. (Ruddle, 1997) Meanwhile, no significant

differences were observed in path selections during human movements in virtual and real environments,

although memory of paths by human being in real environment was significantly improved compared

with that in virtual environment. (Zacharias, 2006) These fundamental studies demonstrated the
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reliability of VR experiments in studies of spatial cognition. Additionally, VR based studies exhibit

advantages in cost effectiveness, experiment periods, and controllability of spatial parameters.

Based on that, a series of studies focusing on the mechanism of cognition and path-finding in

space by human being have been reported. In 2005, Ruddle et. al. experimentally demonstrated that VR

images/videos with moderate quality can meet the needs of spatial cognition and path finding and

further improvements in the quality of VR images/videos had negligible effects on path-finding

efficiency in space. (Ruddle, 2006) Wiener et. al. further investigated effects of visual perception and

motion by human beings on path-finding in space and demonstrated that participants tended to select

spaces with long linearity in the path-finding process and the direction of human sight would be the

direction eventually selected. (Wiener, 2009) Studies after Ruddle’s report focused on effects of limb

movements on spatial cognition. These studies clarified that forward and turning motion of human

body and visual information were of equal significance to spatial cognition and participants performing

real motions during VR spatial experiences were more accurate in path-finding than participants

watching virtual images and manipulating motion using a handle only. (Ruddle, 2011)

Studies of spatial cognition in conventional psychology and brain neuroscience tend to construct

an experimental building environment that is simplified as a labyrinth to obtain purified results.

However, scholars in architecture and urban study would pay more attention to effects of real

constructions and urban environment on human cognition and motion. For instance, Professor John

Zacharias established a VR test of the historic center, Montpellier, France in 2001 to investigate effects

of various factors (e.g., pedestrians, marking systems, plants and shades) in cities on feelings of people

in urban space. (Zacharias, 2001) The authors’ laboratory have reported a series of studies focusing on

conventional Chinese villages to understand spatial cognition mechanism by human being and their

behavioral feedback in complex village environment using VR tests and explore the deep value of

villages. Previous studies discussed recognition and memory of spatial characteristics by human being

in urban environment (Yuan, 2012), and effects of topological and geometric morphology elements on

different human cognition and behaviors in complex village space. Based on that, this study

investigated effects of spatial elements on visual cognition by human being in complex village

environment, and the induced cognition and behavioral feedback. Besides immersive VR experiences,

this study realized real time motion and sight capture in virtual 3D space. With the help of new
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technology, successive viewpoints of human being during motion in virtual space are visualized, thus

providing valuable references to understanding of spatial visual perception in conventional villages.

3. THE RESEARCH SAMPLES

The two cases, Xiamei and Chengcun, which are chose as the research samples are all located in

the northern area of Fujian province, China. It was during the Ming dynasty that a number of villages

around this area quickly developed because of population migration from the central area of China and

prosperity of tea trade in this area, while all the three sample villages are the representative example of

those. Located on flat terrain among hilly country, all the three villages are unplanned self-grown

settlements, which developed through long-term process. Chengcun village is the larger one in the two

samples. This 30 hectares village has a population around 2500, which is mainly made up of 3 families,

Zhao, Lin and Li. The village grew based on the cohesion of three family’s ancestral hall and generate

its unique social-spatial structure. Its street extend relative straightly and form a rough orthogonal

network system.

Fig1.The master plan and a street scene of Chengcun

Xiamei is relatively smaller compare Chengcun in terms of size, population, but the two villages

share a similar culture background. Xiamei covers 25 hectares and has a population around 2000. The

spine streets of the villages wind along an artificial streams flow through the centers of the village, and

shaped the sinuous geometries of the road system. This symbiotic relationship between the streams and

streets helps the village establish its distinctive characteristics of open space. The water street in

Xiamei shows more zigzag shape.
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Fig2.The master plan and a street scene of Xiamei

The two samples share a similar geographical, technical and cultural background, but were

generated based on different logics. So their shapes, which represent a spectrum of typologies of

unplanned picturesque, would be proper samples for a comparison research on visual perception and

spatial cognition research in real town environment.

4. METHODS

4.1 PARTICIPANTS

69 participants aged 13-50 were recruited. 38 of them were male and 31 were female. None of

these participants had visited the villages involved before the experiments and no information about the

villages were mentioned during the experiments.

4.2 STUDY AND DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM

The software and hardware of the testing platform was established based on Unity3D and

graphics work station together with Tobii VR helmet. In this way, VR experiences and eye tracking

were achieved. During tests, participants could move freely in a certain zone (up to 5x5 m2) and the

motions were synchronously mapped to the virtual environment. However, motions in a large zone still

required controllers. Collection and storage of information about spatial locations of participants and

participants head direction and eye gazing data were all achieved by data scripts developed on the

Unity3D platform.

4.3 DESIGN OF SUBJECTIVE QUESTIONNAIRE

Before the test, questionnaires were given to participants and they were required to fill in the

questionnaire at the end of the test. The questionnaire contains a comparative description of the spatial
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cognition characteristics of two villages using the SD method. The subjective questionnaire has seven

questions for each village. The seven questions evaluated spatial openness, orientation identification,

shallow or deep characteristics of road system, spatial richness, spatial comfort, landmark

characteristics and memorability by five grades. In this way, subjective feedbacks of participants on

virtual environments of the two villages during tests were obtained (see Fig. 3). The results of

subjective questionnaires would be compared with objective experimental data to investigate

characteristics and mechanism of subjective cognition by human being during his/her roaming in the

village.

Fig. 3 Design of questionnaire.

4.4 TESTING PROCESS

In this study, each participant participated independently. Before the tests, the subjective

questionnaire was given to the participant for reading as being familiar with contents of cognition tests

in advance has a positive effect on clarity and accuracy of subjective feedbacks. Then, participants

were equipped with the Tobii VR helmet and controller and they would experience a training urban

scenario that is not related to sample villages to learn and practice motion manipulation in virtual

environment. This helps to alleviate adverse reactions such as dizziness caused by being unfamiliar
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with the manipulation mode and enhance the consistence of motions in virtual environment with real

motions, thus reducing errors caused by inappropriate manipulation. Then, participants experienced

successively the two sample villages, which were labeled as Map A (the Xiamei Village) and Map B

(the Chengcun Village), respectively. The speed of motion by controller was set to be 8.5 km/h. The

starting point was set to be the main entrance of the village, and the experience time in the virtual

environment of each village was 7-10 minutes. After the test, participants were required to fill in the

subjective questionnaire. In this study, 63 valid data groups and 69 valid questionnaires were obtained.

5. RESULTS

5.1 SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION

Fig. 4 shows the statistical results of subjective evaluations of the two villages. For evaluation of

spatial openness, the Chengcun Village was slightly higher than the Xiamei Village. This can be

attributed to the high courtyard walls commonly observed in the Xiamei Village. However, spatial

openness of both villages were higher than the median as they are not too closed for most participants.

For evaluation of orientation identification, the Xiamei Village was significantly higher than the

Chengcun Village. Orientation identification in the Xiamei Village was easier than that in the median,

while that in the Chengcun Village was slightly more difficult than that in the median. According to the

results of questionnaires, the Dangxi Stream flowing through the Xiamei Village, together with the

eaves, galleries and bridges built along it, have been employed as a reference for orientation

identification by many participants. For evaluation of shallow or deep road system, participants

believed that the Xiamei Village is slightly deeper than the Chengcun Village, but both are near the

median. For evaluations of spatial richness, spatial comfort, landmark characteristics and memorability,

the Xiamei Village were higher than the Chengcun Village, especially the landmark characteristics,

indicating that most participants were more impressed by the Xiamei Village and thought that space in

the Xiamei Village was more interesting and comfortable.
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Fig. 4 Subjective evaluation feedbacks of participants to the two villages: spatial openness,

orientation identification, shallow or deep characteristics of road system, spatial richness, spatial

comfort, landmark characteristics and memorability.

5.2 LOCOMOTION ANALYSIS

The motion tracking point sets of each participant in the two villages were superimposed and

point density analysis was conducted using the ArcGis to obtain (see Figs. 5 and 6) the density

visualization map of distributions of participant locomotion in VR environments of the two villages.

Warm colors indicate frequently use of the space during space exploration and cold colors indicate

sparse participant movements. As observed, the high density motion region in the Xiamei Village

exhibited a fishbone-like structure extending north-south along the Street, while the high density

motion region in the Chengcun Village exhibited a well-shaped network structure concentrating on. By

comparing this density analysis and the village topological spatial structures reflected by the analysis of

integration degree of 800 m walking scale lines by Space Syntax, we can conclude that distributions of

participant motion in virtual environments of the two villages were highly consistent with their spatial

structure consisting of highly integrative streets. Based on the analysis of real space utilization in

villages, it can be found that distributions of the main commercial and public living places of the two

villages, including the Dangxi street and Zou's ancestral hall in the Xiamei Village and the main street
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and the three ancestral halls in the Chengcun Village, were also highly consistent with street structures

with high integration in Space Syntax and high density areas in the virtual environment. As participant

motions during the tests were purely powered by space, these consistent characteristics also reflect the

dominant role of village space in the occurrence of real behaviors. Indeed, this consistence has been

demonstrated by previous studies. Compared with cities with large scales and complex plans, the

village space has simple structures and functions, and its bottom-up spatial utilization makes the core

driving role of spatial structure characteristics prominent in the development of village.

Fig. 5 Distribution of participants motion in the virtual environment of the Xiamei Village.

Fig. 6 Distribution of participants motion in the virtual environment of the Chengcun Village.
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Fig. 7 Spatial structure and relations of main streets and constructions in the Xiamei Village

presented by the analysis of integration degree of 800 m.

Fig. 8 Spatial structure and relations of main streets and constructions in the Chengcun Village

presented by the analysis of integration degree of 800 m.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF EYE GAZING POINT AND VISUAL PERCEPTION

The study further focused on the eye gazing data of participants to clarify the mechanism of

visual perception by human being during their exploration in villages and their effects on memorability

and aesthetical cognition of village space. Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate visualization analysis of integrated

sight viewpoints generated during participant exploration in the Xiamei Village and the Chengcun

Village, respectively. The density of spatial points is presented by color: warm color denotes high

density area and cold color denotes low density area.

As shown in visualization analysis of viewpoints in the Xiamei Village, high density sight

viewpoints were distributed along the Dangxi Street. The meandering Dangxi stream leads to zigzag
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streets and areas of maximum density of viewpoints concentrated at protruding building facades at

corners along this zigzag streets. These building facades do not have distinct features in terms of form

or decoration, but carry considerable sights during participant exploration. In contrast, Zou's ancestral

hall exhibited a viewpoint density that is significantly lower than those of buildings at severe spatial

changes, although it is the highest landmark in the Xiamei Village with most architectural details and

located on the main street along the Dangxi stream.

Fig. 10 shows the visualization of viewpoint in the Chengcun Village. It presents another sight

concentration pattern in spatial motion. Owing to absence of water systems in the Chengcun Village,

roads in the Chengcun Village were straighter than those in the Xiamei Village and severe

concentration of viewpoints at road turning space, as in the Xiamei Village, were not observed. In this

case, however, pavilions at street nodes became high density eye gazing zone in participant motions

and the viewpoint density in this area was significantly higher than that in other public buildings with

high building configurations and rich details (e.g., ancestral halls, temples). In real village life, these

pavilions are both key landscape architecture and key public activity areas. TVs are arranged in

pavilions and villagers tend to spontaneously gather in these pavilions that are distributed throughout

the village in off hours to chat, prepare food and dining. This presents a very interesting social scene.

Fig. 9 The viewpoint visualization of participants in virtual village environment of the Xiamei

Village.
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Fig. 10 The viewpoint visualization of participants in virtual village environment of the Chengcun

Village.

5.4 ANALYSIS OF THE SIGHT DISTANCE OF GAZE BEHAVIORS

After obtaining viewpoints, sights during participant motions can be re-drawn by connecting the

head coordinates with the eye gazing points. As this study focuses on sight lines in areas with intense

visual attention, sights related to high density viewpoints were selected and their sight distances were

measured to investigate scale scope and characteristics of gaze behaviors during spatial motions.

Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the ranges of sight distance of participants gazing at areas with intense

visual attention in the two villages. As observed, the distributions were consistent and the sight scales

were within 100 m, while the maximum sight distance in the Xiamei Village was slightly higher than

that in the Chengcun Village. As this data set is a chronically combination of participant data, the

schematic features shown in the figures reflect the trends of sight distance during participant motions.

As observed, saw tooth fluctuations (drastic increase, gradual decrease, and then drastic increase) along

the X-axis were observed in both figures, indicating that strategies by human being during continuously

changing spatial motions visual cognition behaviors are as follows: a specific viewing area was

selected and approximated, followed by selection and approximation of another viewing area, so that

searching of the entire space was achieved under guidance of periodically switching gaze behaviors.
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Fig. 11 The range of sight distance of participants gazing at areas with intense visual attention in

the Xiamei Village in VR tests.

Fig. 12 The range of sight distance of participants gazing at areas with intense visual attention in

the Chengcun Village in VR tests.

Figs. 13 and 14 illustrate frequencies of sights within different scale ranges of sight distance in

the two villages. Integration of sight data of the two villages indicated that the two villages had

consistent schematic characteristics of data. In both villages, sight frequencies at sight distance of

50-100 m were low. At sight distance below 50 m, sight frequencies experienced the first drastic

increase (the Xiamei Village > the Chengcun Village). The second drastic increases of sight

frequencies of both villages were observed at sight distance of 18-20 m and they were maximized

within sight distance below 10 m. After that, sight frequency decreased as the sight distance decreased.

The consistent trends of sight data in the two villages revealed the mechanism of visual cognition by
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human being during spatial explorations in villages: low sight frequencies at sight distance of 50-100

m demonstrated absence of conscious gaze behaviors, despite that the object of gaze has entered the

field of observation of participant. Specifically, participants tend to unconsciously see these areas,

which would draw visual attention, during visual searching and path choice on next step would be

affected by cognition of the environment. At sight distance below 50 m, sight frequencies increased

drastically, indicating presence of conscious gaze behaviors and concentration of sights in the viewing

area. At distance below 20 m, high intensity visual attention and observation were presented, the object

of gaze enters the scale within which a person can identify its full details, and the object of observation

occupies a larger area of vision. As the distance between participant and the object of gaze decreased,

the sight distance decreased to 10 m and the participant motion was altered. At this moment, the visual

cognition process of the object of gaze tends to be terminated and the participant turn to searching and

gaze of the next object of gaze.

Fig. 13 Sight frequency as a function of sight distance in the Xiamei Village in VR tests.

Fig. 13 Sight frequency as a function of sight distance in the Chengcun Village in VR tests.
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6. DISCUSSION

According to the data presented above, visual perception of human being in village environment

are dominated by the physiological mechanism of vision, instead of architecture elements. These

behaviors were induced by the space during motions. The attentions on constructions at spatial

transitions in the Xiamei Village and the attentions on pavilions in the Chengcun Village reflected the

dominant role of front vision of human being in visual perception and motions. Indeed, scholars such

as Hollands and Nakashima demonstrated in simple space constructed in lab that head and eyes tend to

move along with the motion, accompanied by sweeping to achieve motion and path-finding in space.

This study further investigated the working mechanism of this physiological function in real complex

constructions and discussed in the field of architecture based on this perception mechanism.

The meandering spatial configurations in conventional villages and cities are considered to have

higher aesthetic values and can provide better space comfort and pleasure compared with straight and

broad streets in modern cities. Nevertheless, the mechanism behind this cognition remains unknown.

Based on the results of this study, it can be concluded that this aesthetic judgment is originated from

perception mechanism and physiology of human being. The jutting of buildings from the continuous

interface of streets, which are caused by transitions or twisting of space, carries the forward vision of

participant during his/her forward motion. The bearing of vision within a specific scale range can

provide better psychological comfort for participants. Meanwhile, the regular spatial transitions in the

Xiamei Village continuously updated the bearing, thus significantly enhancing the pleasure during the

entire cognition process. The average distance of the spatial transition zone attracting visual attention in

the Xiamei Village was measured to be 38 m, while that of pavilions attracting visual attention in the

Chengcun Village was measured to be 139 m. Despite the differences between the average distances,

trends of visual cognition in the two villages were consistent. It is, therefore, can be concluded that

visual perception in space and building environments is based on physiological mechanism rather than

the specific environment characteristics. Notably, the situation theory of ancient China believed that a

hundred Chinese feet determines the shape and a thousand Chinese feet determines the potential. A

hundred Chinese feet equals to 30 m. This is highly consistent with the conclusion of this study that

notice scale was 50 m and the attention scale was 20 m. During the tests, the overall attention sights in

the Xiamei Village, whose spatial transition frequency is consistent with this scale, exceeded those in

the Chengcun Village, and subjective evaluations of spatial comfort and characteristics in the Xiamei
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Village were superior to those in the Chengcun Village. Therefore, the presence of spatial

characteristics that can bear visual attention in villages and were controlled with appropriate scales

(satisfying the requirements of visual cognition), the spatial transitions can effectively enhance the

space comfort and pleasure of participants. For the Chengcun Village, galleries are functional and can

optimize landscape, although the spatial change and characteristics are not clear. Indeed, pavilions

provide certain bearing of front vision for participants walking on long and straight roads, thus

guaranteeing the comfort.

Owing to viewpoint visualization in virtual space, researchers can investigate the mechanism of

visual cognition by human being by directly observing variations of participant sights during his/her

motions in village space. This study illustrates the wisdom in development of space and landscape in

conventional Chinese villages and reveals the unique value of villages that has not drawn enough

attention. Space and landscape in the Xiamei Village and the Chengcun Village can be regarded as

outstanding samples of conventional Chinese villages resulting from the synergy of conventional

Chinese landscape aesthetic experience and long term self-organizing space optimization of villages.

The resonance of the presented spatial configurations and the visual cognition mechanism provides

living and recreational environments with improved comfort for residents and visitors. As the

aesthetics of conventional villages are based on the science of visual perception, this study not only

facilitates protection of conventional villages to maintain their unique spatial characteristics and values,

but also inspires urban planner and architect to apply the aesthetical rules and scales of spatial

cognition by human being in contemporary city planning and architecture. Contemporary city planning

and architecture based on modern science concepts focus on not only functions and efficiency, but also

satisfaction of psychological needs of residents.
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